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Data Scientist 
Mindset

Your curiosity is satisfied through data

Much of data science is not the analysis itself, but 

discovering an interesting question and then going 

on a journey to answer it.

See data as a way to make things better 

With data, you can create predictive models that can 

improve almost anything and everything

Learn and apply the limitations of your tools

The tools in your toolbox are not useful if you don’t 

know which one to use and when (Linear Regression 

won’t work for a classification problem)



“Knowledge is knowing that a tomato is a 

fruit, wisdom is not putting it in a fruit 

salad.”
- Miles Kington



Introduction

Applied Machine Learning: Ensemble Modeling

● Machine Learning: Considered a subset of AI, an application that 
provides systems the ability to automatically learn from and 
improve from experience without being explicitly programmed.

● Ensembling: Method of combining base models and is based on 
the hypothesis that a much more powerful model can be 
produced by combining multiple models together. 



Ensemble Modeling

Ensemble Modeling Types:

● Bagging: Short for Bootstrap Aggregation, uses bootstrap 
sampling to obtain data subsets for training ‘base learners’ and 
reduces variance.

● Boosting: Converts ‘weak learners’ (models that are slightly 
better than guessing) to strong learners and reduces bias.

● Stacking: Combines multiple models via a meta-model and 
improves predictions.



Ensemble Modeling

Ensemble Modeling Types:

Ensemble 
Method

Common 
Algorithm

Process of 
Generation

Improvement Base Learner 
Type(s)

Base Learner Output

Bagging Random Forest Parallel Reduces 
Variance

Homogeneous Classification - Voting
Regression - Averaging

Boosting AdaBoost Sequential Reduces Bias Homogeneous Classification - Weighted 
majority vote
Regression - Weighted 
sum

Stacking Various Depends on 
layers

Improves 
Predictions

Heterogeneous Depends on layers



Ensemble Modeling

Ensemble Modeling Types Visually:

Stacking visualized; Image from http://supunsetunga.blogspot.com/

http://supunsetunga.blogspot.com/


Ensemble Modeling

Ensemble Modeling Types:

● Stacking has been used to win many Machine Learning 
competitions

● i.e. Netflix Prize and
● Kaggle

https://www.netflixprize.com/community/topic_1537.html
https://www.kaggle.com/c/otto-group-product-classification-challenge/discussion/14335


Ensemble Modeling

How to choose a baseline model:

● This is driven entirely by the target variable datatype
● Two or more classes - binary/multi-class classification
● Numeric  - regression

 



Technologies:
● Popular open source computing 

tool for arrays 

● Popular open source data analysis 

tool for tabular data

● Popular open source machine 

learning library for Python



Technologies:
● Open source plotting library for 2-D 

visualizations

● Open source plotting library built 

on top of matplotlib



Coding Environment 

● Python
● Google Colabs



Session 
Agenda

● Introduce 1st Dataset
● Q &  A -1
● Ensemble Technique #1 - Classifier
● Q &  A - 2 
● Hyperparameter Tuning
● Q & A -3 
● Ensemble Technique #2 - Regressor
● Add a stacking layer
● Q & A - 4
● Recap/Closing Notes
● Next Steps/Take home assignment



Ensemble Modeling - Session Notebook

https://colab.research.google.com/github/datacamp/Applied-Machine-Learning-Ensemble-Modeling-live-training/blob/master/notebooks/Applied_Machine_Learning_Ensemble_Modeling_Learners.ipynb


Enterprise Plan OverviewSection slide (blue)Recap and Closing Notes



What Did We 
Learn Today?

● How to build a stacking classifier

● How to tune hyperparameters

● How to build a stacking regressor

● How to add more layers



Coming Soon! Don’t miss these upcoming webinars and live 

training sessions!

https://www.datacamp.com/discover/webinars

Also, we will be hosting live code-alongs to follow 

select DataCamp projects throughout 

September.   Stay tuned for more details!

https://www.datacamp.com/discover/webinars


Practicing Machine Learning Interview 
Questions in Python

Check out my DataCamp Course:

https://learn.datacamp.com/courses/practicing-machine-learning-interview-questions-in-python
https://learn.datacamp.com/courses/practicing-machine-learning-interview-questions-in-python


Take Home Question



Take Home Activity

Pick one of the following:
1. What happens if you add in one or several different base algorithms to improve performance metrics?

2. What happens if you add tune hyperparameters for the stacking regressor?

3. What happens if you add another layer to the stacking classifier/regressor?

4. What happens if you incorporate Principal Component Analysis as one of the steps in the Pipeline?

Base algorithms that should/could be used:
● AdaBoost, CatBoost

● Decision Tree/Boosted Decision Tree

● Perceptron

● Check ScitKit-Learn for more ideas...

Submission details:

● Share with us a code snippet with your output on LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook

● Tag us `@DataCamp` with the hashtag `#datacamplive`

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/user_guide.html


Thank you

Lisa Stuart
Data Scientist

lisalynn5678@gmail.com
LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisalynnstuart/

